PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Hello! In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Magneto from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game.
You’ll notice that I painted my Magneto almost fully assembled (minus the metal railing at the back); painting him in sections is definitely an
option worth considering however as some of the parts can be tricky to reach otherwise. That being said, I quite like being able to see the
“whole picture” whilst painting, so the choice is really up to you!

As usual I’ve primed the figure in Black followed with some grey and white zenithal
highlights applied from above:

I’m starting by painting the eyes using White mixed with a little Adriatic Blue:

Next I’ve used Vallejo’s Beige Red mixed with Black to paint around the eyes, then proceded
to highlight the skin as usual (you can refer to something like the Kingpin episode to see how
I like to highlight skin tones).

For the red suit I’ve decided to establish a
broad pattern of light and shade at the base
colours stage, so I’m using Deep Red mixed
with a little Violet for my shadow tone, and
Blood Red for the areas of highlight.

Here’s my Deep Red mixed with Violet,
which I’m using to paint the legs and the
shadowed sides of the torso:

I found a single layer of this gave adequate
coverage, and also allowed some of the underlying zenithal highlights to show through:

Whilst that’s still wet I’m now painting the
chest and stomach with the Blood Red:

And here I’m wet blending the tones:

I’m now using the same tones for the arms
and head:

This just creates an initial sense of global
lighting, and gives us a bit less work to do
with the highlights in a moment.

I’m taking a similar apporach with the purple areas by using Violet mixed with some Flat
Black for the more shadowed areas, and pure Violet for the areas of highlight:

I’m now returning to the Adriatic Blue and
White and I’m using this to paint Magneto’s
right hand to create a spell effect:

I’m using the brightest tones for the palm:

I’m then beginning to mix in more of the
Adriatic Blue and some of the Violet for the
back of the hand:

And I’m now beginning to add some object source lighting further down the glove:

I’m then mixing varying amounts of the White and Adriatic Blue into the red tones to spread
the OSL to the arm and torso:

I started off gently, and ended up going back
and forth a fair bit varying the strength of
the OSL.

I’ll return to the red suit in a moment. Next I’m going to begin highlighting the cape where
I’m adding Adriatic Blue and White for the areas hit with the blue light, and for the rest I’m
going to highlight up with Sunset Purple and Fuchsia:

I’m beginning to enjoy the contrast of the cold blue tones with the warmer, more pinkish
tones:

I’m now continuing to build the highlights up - sometimes going back on forth with the intensity. I’m also beginning to render the different
materials by pushing for some quite sharp contrast on the harder surfaces like the belt, and the studded area on the upper chest:

I’ve also now begun highlighting the red suite with Aldebaran Red, and all the way up to
some glinting highlights using Tenere Yellow to create a shiny look:

These can then be glazed over with a little Aldenbaran Red to blend them in, but this again
is something I went back and forth on, and ended up with some quite bold glints of light in
the end.

I’m now using Flat Black mixed with some Blood Red to draw in some shadows and black
lining in the suit:

I’m also trying a slightly greenish black here by mixing Boreal Tree Green with some Flat
Black; this is very optional however:

And I’m now continuing the play with the
highlights.

For the brightest spots on the cape and the
left glove I’m adding some Tenere Yellow to
the Fuchsia:

And here you can see I’m pushing the shiny highlights on the upper torso - once again with
the addition of Tenere Yellow:

I’m also now sharpening up the detail and edges around the neck area:

For my brightest glints of light I’m mixing
some White Sands with the Tenere Yellow:

And here you can see some of the tones I
used for the OSL on the red suite and helmet
(Adriatic Blue, White, and Blood Red):

Here I’m adding Adriatic Blue to some Violet
to reinforce the idea of directional blue light
hitting the inner cape (even on Magneto’s
left side):

I want the edges of the cape to be quite well definied too:

I’ll be returning to make a few more tweaks
to Magneto in a moment...

I’m now going to paint the iron girder, and I’m doing this quite roughly by freely sketching
out my initial tones using Back, Dark Sea Blue, Ice Yellow, and some White:

I’m mainly just placing down some tones:

Then blending them a little whilst wet:

I naturally want to go quite bright for the
edges of the metal, and there’s nothing
wrong with throwing some Nuln Oil over the
rubble on the ground:

I’m also painting the metallic parts of the
constructs as I go:

And these are the main colours I ended up
using for the yellow of the traffic lights:

Here I’m introducing some of the Adriatic
Blue to the girder to show light being hit
from the spell effect:

Elsewhere I might incorporate some of the
purple tones from the suit to show some reflectivity, and to tie things together:

Once I’m happy with the broad tones, I’ll
then add some smaller bits of noise and texture using any light or dark tones from the
palette:

I’ve also chosen to introduce some gentle
rust tones using the Secret Weapon rust colours:

I didn’t want to go too far with the rust however so as to avoid spoiling the overall ambience:

I’ve now chosen to superglue the railing at
the back:

And here I’m painting the ground, using
mainly Stonewall Grey as usual but with
some of the blue OSL tones mixed in for the
front-right area:

For the rest of the constructs I’m just improvising and having a bit of fun, but you’ll notice quite a few of the tones from Magneto making
their way in:

You can see I’ve also added some urban scatter to the base, and I’m now adding some
final edge highlighting:

I also couldn’t resist turning this into an
NYPD car door:

I’m now returning to Magneto to make a few
final adjustments. Here I’m brightening the
back of the fingers/hand a little:

And I’m doing a general bit of refining and
smoothing out of some of the transitions:

I’ve also only just noticed the raised strips on the sides of the chest, so here I’m articulating
them with highlight and shadow:

I also managed to get some superglue on the back of the cape, so I’m now doing some repairs, whilst also pushing the highlights a little further:

And this completes Magneto!

Elsewhere I’m keeping the highlights somewhat cooler:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

PAINT LIST:
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
Adriatic Blue (SC)
using Balor Brown:
Flat Black (SC)
Violet (SC)
White (SC)
Deep Red (SC)
Blood Red (SC)
Aldebaran Red (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)
Sunset Purple (SC)
Fuchsia (SC)
Boreal Tree Green (SC)
White Sands (SC)
Black (VMC)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)
Titanium White (S)
Old Rust (SW)
Red Rust (SW)
Orange Rust (SW)
Stonewall Grey (VMA)
Nuln Oil (GW)

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros
Thank you!
VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, VFP = Vallejo Fantasy Pro

